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Housing: An LA Story
Two years after a tragic accident, activists are celebrating a major victory.
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On December 8, 2000, just after 8 am, 31-year-old Juan Pineda, a father of two children from
Guatemala, was crushed to death when a two-story slum apartment building in Los
Angeles's Echo Park neighborhood collapsed. Another thirty-six low-income tenants--mainly
immigrant garment workers, day laborers and their children--were injured. More than 100
residents were left temporarily homeless.
For years, tenants had complained about the building's
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helped to galvanize a movement for decent affordable
housing that had come together the previous year,
spearheaded by Housing LA, a broad coalition of labor
unions, community organizations and housing groups. On
January 17, 2002, when Mayor James Hahn announced
plans for a $100 million annual Housing Trust Fund--the
largest in the country--to expand the city's supply of
affordable housing, it was the crowning achievement of
Housing LA's two-year grassroots campaign. State
Assemblywoman Jackie Goldberg, a former LA city
councilwoman, called the fund "the most important
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During the past decade, as the federal government cut
funds for construction of low-rent housing and as housing
prices spiraled upward, LA has faced a deepening
shortage of affordable housing. In a city of 4 million
people--more than one-quarter of them below the poverty
line--the median house costs more than $249,500. The
city's homeownership rate--39 percent--is the lowest in
the country except for New York City. But unlike New York,
LA has few government-subsidized apartments.
Rents are so high that a family needs to earn almost $20
an hour to afford the typical apartment. About one out of
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seven apartments--more than 125,000 units--is
substandard. Many families live in overcrowded housing,
and an estimated 40,000 live in garages. Just to keep pace
with population increases, LA needs to add at least 5,000
affordable units a year, but last year the city added only
1,200 units.
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officials or the local media to make housing a priority. The
city used none of its own funds to subsidize affordable

How did activists manage to produce a dramatic turnabout
in the city's political priorities?
"We knew we had to broaden the coalition for housing beyond the 'usual suspects' of
housing developers and tenants groups," explained Jan Breidenbach, executive director of
the Southern California Association for Non-Profit Housing, the campaign's key strategist.
"We had to engage the unions, especially those that represent the working poor, who bear
the brunt of the housing crisis, as well as the building trades, whose members would build
some of the housing. We also reached out to the religious community and to community
organizing groups."
Breidenbach recognized that the June 2001 municipal elections--the open mayoral seat
attracted six candidates and the six open seats on the fifteen-member City Council attracted
several candidates each--provided a strategic opening to inject housing issues into
mainstream political debate.
Cardinal Roger Mahoney and LA County Federation of Labor head Miguel Contreras agreed
to serve as Housing LA's co-chairs, solidifying a labor-community alliance forged by the city's
key activists over several years. Labor, religious and civic leaders agreed to serve on the
steering committee but, more important, to raise the issue among rank-and-file members and
make affordable housing a key part of candidate endorsement interviews. Housing LA
distributed 10,000 copies of a pamphlet summarizing candidates' views on housing. Its
constituents showed up regularly at candidates' forums sponsored by unions, churches, the
Progressive Los Angeles Network and such community organizations as ACORN, Coalition
LA, LA Metro Strategy and POWER, to ask officeseekers their views on housing policy ideas.
To gain the support of LA's fragmented business community, the coalition pointed out that
many major employers faced problems recruiting workers because of the region's high
housing costs. Two influential business lobby groups endorsed the general idea of a trust
fund but opposed the coalition's proposal to fund part of it with a "linkage" fee on
commercial developers.
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